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Artworks	 Baptismal font	=	fonte	battesimale
	 Chalice	=	calice
	 Functional	=	funzionale
	 Liturgical	=	liturgico
	 Weapon	=	arma

Architecture	 Abbey	=	abbazia
	 Aisle	=	navata
	 Apse	=	abside
	 Baptistry	=	battistero
	 Barrel vault	=	volta	a	botte
	 Bay	=	campata
	 Buttress	=	contrafforte
	 Choir	=	coro
	 Cloister	=	chiostro
	 Cross vault	=	volta	a	crociera
	 Façade	=	facciata
	 Latin cross plan	=	pianta	a	croce	latina
	 Lunette	=	lunetta
	 Mandorla	=	mandorla
	 Pillar	=	pilastro
	 Portal	=	portale
	 Pulpit	=	pulpito
	 Rib	=	costolone,	nervatura
	 Ribbed vault =	volta	a	costoloni
	 Tier	=	ordine
	 Tympanum	=	timpano
	 Women's Gallery	=	matroneo

Technique	 Embroidery	=	ricamo
and Materials	 Enamel	=	smalto
	 Fabric	=	tessuto
 Metalwork	=	metalli
	 Pearl	=	perla
	 Textile	=	tessuto
	 Wool	=	lana
	 Woven	=	intessuto	(to	weave)

Style and  Contour =	contorno
Composition	 Curved	=	curvo
	 Huge	=	enorme
	 Pointed =	appuntito
	 Powerful	=	potente
	 Severe	=	severo,	altero
	 Studded with	=	incastonato	di
	 To alternate	=	alternarsi
	 To divide	=	suddividere
	 To embody	=	incarnare
	 To resemble	=	ricordare,	richiamare
	 To signify	=	significare,	rappresentare
	 Wide	=	largo,	ampio

Figures	 Awesome	=	maestoso
	 Blessed	=	beato
	 Classical	=	classico
	 Damned	=	dannato
	 Elongated	=	slanciato,	allungato
	 Enlarged	=	ingrandito
	 Expressive	=	espressivo
	 Grotesque	=	grottesco
	 Monstrous	=	mostruoso
	 Monumental	=	monumentale
	 Solemn	=	solenne
	 Stretched	=	proteso,	allungato
	 Superimposed	=	sovrapposto
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Activity 4. Romanesque Art (chapter 11)

Revise with the class the main aspects of religious life in Europe between the 11th and 12th 
centuries.

Throughout	 the	11th	and	12th	centuries	 there	was	a	growing	spirit	of	
religious	fervour	in	Europe.	Groups	of	pilgrims	embarked	upon	jour-
neys	to	holy	sites	and	the	Crusades	were	organized	to	set	the	Holy	Land	
free	from	the	Muslims.	At	the	same	time,	more	and	more	devotees	re-
nounced	the	mundane	world	to	retire	into	religious	communities	called	
monasteries.	

Soon	monks	gained	great	influence	on	all	aspects	of	contemporary	
society.	Besides	devoting	themselves	to	a	strict	devotional	life,	they	also	
cultivated	a	knowledge	of	both	intellectual	and	manual	work	that	highly	
contributed	to	the	social	prosperity.

Among	the	earliest	monastic	rules	to	be	established	in	the	Western	
world	was	that	inspired	to	St.	Augustine	of	Hippo,	who	had	lived	be-
tween	the	4th	ad	5th	centuries	and	had	spread	monasticism	across	Africa.	

Around	592	St.	Benedict	of	Nursia	retired	into	the	abbey	at	Mon-
tecassino	in	Italy	as	well	as	the	order	that	was	named	after	him	and	fol-
lowed	the	principle	of	the	“ora	et	labora”.

Other	major	orders	of	the	West	were	later	represented	by	the	Clu-
niacs,	the	Cistercians,	the	Carthusians,	the	Franciscans	and	the	Domini-
cans.

CONTEXT

Life in the cloister

1.	 During	the	11th	and	12th	centuries	an	intense	
2.	 Numerous	Christians	refused	the	mundane	world	
3.	 Monks	devoted	part	of	their	life	to	improve	both	intellectual	
	 and	manual	work	
4.	 St.	Augustine	of	Hippo,	who	had	spread	monasticism	across	Africa,	
5.	 St.	Benedict	of	Nursia’	s	order	started	in	Italy	

a.	 and	retired	into	monasteries	or	undertook	pilgrimages	to	holy	sites.
b.	 and	was	based	on	the	principle	of	the	“ora	et	labora”.
c.	 spiritual	drive	spread	across	Europe.
d.	 inspired	one	of	the	oldest	religious	rule	of	the	Western	world.
e.	 and	also	favoured	the	economy	of	local	communities.

A
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REFERENCE CHAPTER

 11 Il Romanico. L’arte nell’età dei Comuni

GLOSSARY

Abbey	Church	of	St.	Peter	and	St.	Paul.	View	
of	the	southern	of	the	main	transept	including	
one	of	the	twin	bell	towers,	ca	1115-1120.	
Cluny.

Read the text and match the sentence halves given below.
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Sculpture as a sacred text

B
Activity 4. Romanesque Art (chapter 11)

Sum up with the students the main points of the topic in Italian and then invite them to skim 
through the passage and fill-in the gaps using the following words.

GENRES The	 ………………	 and	 exceptionality	 of	 Romanesque	 sculpture	

even	surpasses	 that	of	architecture.	 Its	value	 is	even	more	outstand-

ing	if	one	considers	that	………………….	sculpture	had	been	ousted	

from	western	art	since	the	6th	century	and	………….	relief	had	been	

confined	to	the	task	of	wall	or	………………..	ornamentation.	On	the	

other	hand,	miniature	sculpture	enjoyed	great	popularity	in	the	form	of	

small……………	and	………….	or	metal	statuettes.

As	far	as	architectural	sculpture	is	concerned,	its	distinctive	……………	

lay	in	the	expressive	character	aimed	at	provoking	the	viewer’s	emo-

tional	response.

The	repertoire	of	Romanesque	sculpture,	especially	in	south-western	

France,	 suggests	 that	 the	 ………	 of	 the	 Apocalypse	 along	 with	 the	

Last	Judgement	 feature	among	the	most	recurring,	obviously	due	to	

the	highly	didactic	…………….	of	these	representations	of	Christian	

subjects.

The	tympanum	……………………the	main	portal	of	the	Church	of	La	

Madeleine	at	Vézelay	in	Burgundy	illustrates	the	Ascension	of	Christ	

and	the	Mission	of	the	Apostles.

…………………	being	represented	as	a	judge,	Christ	is	teaching	the	

good	news	advising	the	Apostles	that	they	will	be	endowed	with	the	

power	of	the	Holy	Ghost,	which	is	hinted	at	in	the	rays	………………..

from	Christ’s	hands.	Then	they	will	spread	the	……………	of	the	Gospel		

in	every	corner	of	the	earth.	Below	Christ	some	of	the	Apostles	are	be-

ing	assigned	their	gifts,	an	allusion	to	the	Call	of	the	Second	Crusade	

…………….	mission	was	believed	to	be	the	conversion	of	the	nations	

to	the	truth	of	God’s	word.
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Activity 4. Romanesque Art (chapter 11)

Read the passage aloud with the class and check comprehension by asking questions like 
Why didn’t the Romanesque style develope in Italy as in other European regions? Where 
can you see one of the most significant Romanesque complexes in Italy? What are the main 
Romanesque elements included in the Cathedral?

As	one	may	expect,	Italy	excelled	in	Romanesque	architecture	as	other	
European	regions.	

Significant	examples	of	Romanesque	buildings	are	 to	be	 found	 in	
Tuscany	as	Pisa	Cathedral	and	the	famous	Leaning	Tower	still	provide	
worthy	evidence	today.

Both,	as	well	as	the	Baptistery,	designed	by	architect	Diotisalvi	in	
1153,	were completed	towards	the	end	of	the	12th	century),	were	built	
of	white	marble	intersected	by	horizontal	bands	of	inlaid	green	marble.	

Therefore,	the	general	effect	appears	more	luminous	and	colourful	
than	their	northern	counterparts.

The	Leaning	Tower,	actually	the	bell	tower	of	the	Cathedral,	was	de-
signed	by	master	Bonanno	Pisano	in	the	last	quarter	of	the	12th	century,	
but	developed	a	visible	inclination	before	its	completion	because	of	
the	lacking	quality	of	its	foundations.	

The	Cathedral	(erected	after	a	project	by	Buscheto	and	completed	by	
Rainaldo	and	Guglielmo)	presents	a	Latin	cross	plan	with	apses	at	both	
ends	of	the	transept	and	is	externally	crowned	by	an	elliptic	dome.	The	
façade	is	divided	into	tiers	of	superimposed	arcades	which	give	an	airy	
appearance	to	the	upper	section	of	the	building.

Inside,	one	cannot	but	notice	the	echo	of	Early	Christian	basilicas	in	
the	wooden	roof	and	longitudinal	rows	of	columns.

ARTISTS

Italian masters 

C

illustrating          
ivory       
lifted         
ornamentation                                  
purpose                            
relief                   
theme                   

1.	 To appear 	 =	

2.	 To complete	 =	

3.	 To crown  	 =	

4.	 To design 	 =

5.	 To develop 	 =

6.	 To divide		 =	

7.	 To excel	 =	

8.	 To lack 	 =	

9.	 To notice		 =	

10.	To provide 	 =	

abundance 
developed 
dominates
even more
features    
figures    
freestanding

Abbey	Church	of	Sainte-Marie-Madeleine	
(La	Madeleine).	Main	portal,	general	view,	
ca	1125-1130.	Vézelay.

Campo	dei	Miracoli,	xI-xIV	century.	
Aerial	view	of	the	Duomo,	the	Baptistry	
and	the	Bell-tower.	Pisa.

Complete the text with the right words.
Translate the text then find the corresponding nouns to each 
underlined verb.
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The Bayeux Tapestry

1.	 What	elements	common	to	coeval	painting	were	extended	to	woven		
	 tapestries?
2.	 What	is	the	origin	of	the	Bayeux	Tapestry’s	name?
3.	 What	event	is	depicted	in	the	Bayeux	Tapestry?
4.	 How	is	the	general	composition	organized?
5.	 What	typical	elements	of	classical	painting	are	avoided	in	the		 	
	 Bayeux	Tapestry?

D
Activity 4. Romanesque Art (chapter 11)

This is a fairly easy text that could be translated orally. Alternatively, you can invite 
the students to rewrite it in the past tense. They can as well answer the questionnaire 
given below in the past.

WORKS The	coherent	linear	quality	and	controlled	contours	of	contemporary	
painting	extends	to	other	artworks	such	as	tapestries.	One	of	the	funda-
mental	historic	events	occurred	during	this	period	is	the	Battle	of	Hast-
ings,	the	culminating	episode	in	William	the	Conqueror’s	invasion	of	
England	in	1066.	The	invasion	as	well	as	the	battle	becomes	the	sub-
ject-matter	of	a	tapestry	that	was	displayed	in	the	Bayeux	Cathedral	in	
France	on	special	occasion.	

The	Bayeux	Tapestry	is	an	embroidered	panel	over	70	metres	long	
that	constitutes	a	continual	visual	narrative	providing	a	visual	documen-
tation	of	the	event	populated	by	warriors,	weapons,	animals,	fleets	ac-
companied	by	a	written	Latin	commentary.	

The	author	of	the	general	design	has	successfully	managed	to	inte-
grate	narrative	and	ornamentation,	consisting	of	two	border	strips	re-
spectively	enlivened	with	birds	and	other	animals	or	with	dead	soldiers	
and	horses	that	form	part	of	the	main	story.

Even	tough	it	avoids	the	technical	strategies	of	foreshortening	and	
overlapping	present	in	classical	painting,	the	work	mirrors	a	vibrant	ac-
count	of	medieval	warfare,	in	which	the	individual	is	accorded	the	im-
portance	of	a	potential	hero.
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Activity 4. Romanesque Art (chapter 11)

After reading the passage, underline with the students the main characteristics of the Romanesque 
church. Then invite them to identify at least three other cathedrals built in the Romanesque style 
and synthesize their original elements. They should report their findings to the rest of the class.

Romanesque	churches	were	not	only	more	numerous	 if	compared	to	
those	built	in	the	earlier	Middle	Ages,	but	were	also	larger	and	structur-
ally	more	complex.	They	were	built	of	cut	local	stone,	as	the	Romans	
did,	so	their	naves	had	stone	vaults	in	place	of	wooden	roofs.	The	en-
trance	was	expressively	located	along	the	west	side,	so	that	the	assembly	
faced	east	toward	Jerusalem.

Moreover,	new	elements	were	added	such	as	towers	or	domes	placed	
above	the	intersection	of	nave	and	transept;	ambulatories	began	to	en-
circle	the	apse	and	allow	the	transit	of	processions;	side	aisles	were	sepa-
rated	by	a	sequence	of	massive	pillars	from	the	central	nave.	

Actually,	the	main	innovation	was	constituted	by	the	stone	barrel,	
groin	or	ribbed	vaults	that	were	fireproof	and	improved	acoustics.	On	
the	other	hand,	they	proved	extremely	heavy	requiring	massive	external	
buttresses	and	strong	supporting	walls.	As	a	consequence,	the	height	of	
Romanesque	churches	could	never	be	considerable	and,	all	the	same,	
windows	had	to	be	small	to	prevent	walls	from	weakening.

Both	 the	 exterior	 and	 interior	 were	 characterized	 by	 semicircular	
arches,	again	inspired	by	Roman	architecture.

TECHNIQUES

Building the Romanesque cathedral

E

Work  1……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Work  2……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Work  3……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

The	Bayeux	tapestry,	detail,	xI	century.	
Bayeux	Tapestry	Museum,	Bayeux.

Rewrite the passage in the past tense and answer the questions. Find out three or more Romanesque Cathedrals and sum up their 
distinctive features. Then share your ideas with the rest of the class.


